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Helikon-Tex® was established in Poland in 1983. During our first decade, our business activity was 
primarily focused on the sale of military surplus equipment. In order to better serve the demands 
of current and potential customers, we started our own military/paramilitary and outdoor 
clothing production in 1999. Our products are proof that the decision was right, which is why 
we are proud to offer you a wide range of uniforms, tactical clothing, backpacks and equipment 
that have gained special recognition among soldiers, policemen, law enforcement officers, and 
survival and outdoor enthusiasts all over the world.
At Helikon-Tex® we strive to deliver cutting edge designs by matching our enthusiasm  
for perfection with demanding expectations.

You’re welcome to join us on our journey to perfection.



HIAWATHA, UTAH



OUR
DESIGNERS



The strength of our brand resides in the 
experience and real-world training of our 
Research and Development team. Outfi tted 
with military veterans, special forces 
operators, long-range competition shooters, 
shooting instructors, and survival specialists, 
we’re creating products backed by a true 
passion for getting outdoors and having real 
adventures. 

We understand our gear because we’re not 
just sitting in a room designing something 
and sending it out into the world. We’re 
testing it, putting it through its paces, and 
fi nding out what works and what doesn’t. 
Here at Helikon-Tex®, we care about what 
we do and the products we sell because it’s 
part of who we are and what we love, day in 
and day out.



URBAN
LINE



Urban Line is our take on both the 
challenges and routines of a modern 
world – merging tactical, sporting and EDC 
(every day carry) elements into one.  Pants, 
daypacks, light casual garments – they are 
all oriented to give you sharp looks and 
enough space to hold all your daily stuff. 
”Low Profile” is a rule we follow with our 
new Urban Line designs.

SAN FRANCISCO, 
CALIFORNIA



MINDEN, NEVADA

Just because you all about being tactical doesn’t mean you can’t look stylish and classy at the same time. That’s why we created the Gentleman’s Shirt, versatile wear that looks equally great 
with your favorite pair of jeans, urban pants, or even a casual suit. However, it’s also hiding a few chest pockets for storing essential gear and has a looser frame to let you conceal and carry with 
discrete comfort. With the Gentleman, you’ll never have to sacrifice style or functionality.

kit list:
COVERT TACTICAL PANTS®

          DEFENDER MK2 GENTLEMAN SHIRT®



DEFENDER MK2 SHIRT®
Adding protection to your body shouldn’t be at the cost of comfort or style, which is why the Defender shirt series is designed to maximize your freedom of movement while discretely hiding 
low-profile body armor or an IWB/OWB holster. What’s more, they even feature small pockets for storing tactical or survival gear without adding bulk. Available in both long and short sleeve 
versions to help you adapt to any weather condition, these breathable shirts are made with quick-dry, rip-stop fabric that supports everything from combat mission to shooting range outings 
to enjoying a day out with friends.

HIAWATHA, UTAH

kit list:
MERINO BEANIE CAP | COVERT TACTICAL PANTS® | BAIL OUT BAG BACKPACK®



UTL POLO SHIRT®
Sometimes a T-shirt just doesn’t provide you the same cool, comfortable confidence as a great Polo. But a golf Polo isn’t what a true tactician needs for daily wear. That’s why we developed the 
UTL Polo Shirt® designed with lightweight, breathable Top Cool fabric that helps you relax when you’re under pressure and baking the summer heat. It also features a small loop for sunglasses 
and sleeve pockets for added functionality, giving you the ultimate shirt for both comfort and tactical accessibility.

kit list:
TRUCKER LOGO CAP | COVERT TACTICAL PANTS® | GREYMAN TACTICAL PANTS®

MINDEN, NEVADA



MINDEN, NEVADA

True tactical pants should be comfortable, functional, and provide just the right of amount of stretch where you can bend, flex, and move without sacrificing durability. That’s why these versatile 
pants are the solution to all your needs. Complete with VersaStretch® panels and an accessible pocket pattern, they’ll be ready for every urban or outdoor adventure.

kit list:
TRUCKER LOGO CAP | UTL POLO SHIRT® | COBRA MODULAR RANGE BELT®

          URBAN TACTICAL PANTS® FLEX



COUGAR JACKET®
A civilian-style softshell jacket that blends into the crowd easily, but with quick-reveal ID panels for rapid mission identification, the COUGAR JACKET® provides a comfort look with the tactical 
efficiency you need to stay ahead of changing conditions. Designed with advanced functionality, you can easily hide the panels away in zippered pockets or via hook-and-loop tapes. Widely 
regarded as the most important feature, the quick-side access zippers let you draw a sidearm in seconds for faster target acquisition or defense, making it ideal for concealed carry or daily 
responsiveness.

kit list:
BBC WINTER CAP | URBAN TACTICAL PANTS®

STATELINE, NEVADA



URBAN HYBRID SOFTSHELL JACKET®
A trendy, outdoor outer garment that combines style and functionality in a unique way, the Urban Hybrid Softshell Jacket® is lightweight and comfortable but also provides better protection 
against rough elements or environments. That’s because it uses a combination of three unique fabric types, including a lightweight, breathable softshell for wind and rain, as well as an inner 
fleece layer to provide much-needed warmth. The versatile pockets also allow you to organize and carry gear with you comfortably, making it ideal for both EDC gear or in addition to your BOB.

PHOENIX, ARIZONA

kit list:
GREYMAN TACTICAL JEANS®



GREYMAN TACTICAL JEANS®
A more rugged, low-profile version of our Greyman Tactical Pants®, these denim stretches are lightweight, durable, and stretch to support every knee bend, crouch, or tactical movement. In 
other words, they look like a classic pair of jeans but still maintain the pocket pattern and preparedness level you need to protect yourself or your family at a moment’s notice. Complete with 
reinforced thread stitching and stretchable denim fabric, these are the perfect balance of functionality and comfort.

kit list:
DEFENDER MK2 PILGRIM SHIRT® | RANGE TACTICAL GLOVES®

HOPE VALLEY, CALIFORNIA



GREYMAN TACTICAL PANTS®
Part of remaining tactically ready and efficient is not giving away your skillset; which is why the Greyman Pants® are made for the true tactician. Made of highly-durable, windproof DuraCanvas® 
fabric, they’re as comfortable as they are functional to keep you cool and confident. They also boast flat, low-profile pockets for all your EDC essentials, including a wallet, keys, knife, or AR-style 
magazines, without the need for bulky cargo pockets that alert people to your tactical readiness.

kit list:
UTL POLO SHIRT® | DEFENDER MK2 GENTLEMAN SHIRT® | COVERT TACTICAL PANTS®

MINDEN, NEVADA



URBAN TACTICAL PANTS®
The ideal combination of modern looks with tactical functionality, these pants come in several different fabric types to help you find the right balance of comfort, rugged durability, and mission 
efficiency. Designed with standard gear pockets and large, flat cargo pockets, completed with heavy-duty YKK zippers, these pants can secure carry essentials like a smartphone, AR mag, or knife 
clip without wear or tear. The two hidden inner pockets are also ideal for storing pistol magazines or a baton without changing the discrete, low-profile design.

PHOENIX, ARIZONA

kit list:
UTL POLO SHIRT® |  WOMBAT MK2 SHOULDER BAG®



WOMEN’S URBAN TACTICAL PANTS®
Every woman knows that they have curves and shapes that men won’t understand, especially when it comes to finding pants that fit. That’s why we designed UTP® pants to suit a woman’s 
particular needs, while still providing the breathable, heavy-duty fabric to keep them comfortable and all the same pockets they need for quick access. Whether you’re a law enforcement officer 
or just focused on being tactical, we’ve got you covered.

kit list:
TRUCKER LOGO CAP | WOMEN’S T-SHIRT

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA



COVERT TACTICAL PANTS®
When you need to carry EDC/duty gear comfortably but remain inconspicuous, nothing provides more tactical comfort, functionality, and breathability than Covert Tactical Pants®. Designed 
with stretchable VersaStretch® fabric, they give you the freedom to move or react without limiting your mobility. The inner pockets around the waist also allow you to conceal carry a sidearm, 
spare pistol or rifle magazines, a baton, or a smartphone. The pocket edges are also reinforced to safely carry knife clips while the belt loop pattern allows for side, back, or appendix carrying 
of IWB or OWB with low-profile, duty-ready comfort.

MIEKINIA, POLAND

kit list:
URBAN TACTICAL BELT®



URBAN TACTICAL SHORTS®
Offering the same tactical versatility as our Urban Tactical Pants®, these shorts are ideal for staying cool in hot weather, be it on mission or at the range. The ideal combination of functionality, 
modern style, and tactical convenience, they’re woven with a poly/cotton rip-stop fabric and come in two different lengths to give you improved comfort all summer long. The multiple large 
and flat utility pockets with heavy-duty YKK zippers and front pockets with a flap cover let you carry all types of everyday or mission-related essentials, such as pistol or AR-style magazines, 
knives, keys, or a smartphone.

WROCLAW, POLAND

kit list:
UTL POLO SHIRT® | BAIL OUT BAG BACKPACK® | RAIDER BACKPACK®



SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA

Part of being a discrete operator is blending into the crowd and your environment; it can often mean the difference in completing a mission and blowing your cover. That’s why created 
the Downtown Backpack® that provides the tactical functionality you need to stay mission capable, but with a civilianized look that will keep you inconspicuous. Designed with a special 
compartment that holds a standard service pistol for quick draw accessibility, as well as internal storage for a laptop or other essentials, it’s the ideal choice for undercover operations.

kit list:
DEFENDER MK2 GENTLEMAN SHIRT® | OUTDOOR TACTICAL PANTS®

          DOWNTOWN BACKPACK®



HIAWATHA, UTAH
BAIL OUT BAG BACKPACK®
When the mission gets a little “FUBAR” or you’re stuck in survival mode to ensure you make it out alive, you need a Bail Out Bag® (BOB) that keeps essentials at the ready. This BOB® is the ultimate 
bag for survivalists or tactical specialists who need a smarter, more discrete design without the PALS webbing, loop panels, tactical patches, or “tactic-cool” gizmos on the outside. In fact, it 
opens flat or attaches to the back of a seat and reveals mesh pockets, MOLLE/PALS webbing, an addition seating mat, and everything else you’d need for a crisis. More importantly, it morphs 
back into a backpack in seconds to provide a low-profile form for a quick getaway.

kit list:
DEFENDER MK2 SHIRT® | COVERT TACTICAL PANTS®



EDC LITE PACK®
Every-Day Carry. Those are the things we take with us everywhere we go because we need to feel safe and comfortable. The EDC Lite Pack® was designed with this in mind, which is why it’s 
lighter, more versatile, and offers a spacious, dual-chamber design for daily needs. It also features a slick interior without complicated pockets or organizers to reduce weight and improve 
grab-and-go convenience, and a front pocket lined with soft velour fabric compatible with our Versatile Insert System® for added personalization. You’ll also find that the exterior is also simple, 
featuring an ID loop Velcro and a shock cord for holding a small jacket. There are also small, elastic mesh pockets on the sides for added storage.

kit list:
TRUCKER LOGO CAP | GUNFIGHTER JACKET | PATRIOT JACKET | URBAN TACTICAL PANTS® | EDC PACK®

HOPE VALLEY, CALIFORNIA



EDC PACK®
When your “every day carry” requires more than a standard bag, our EDC Pack® helps maximize your storage and travel efficiency with a well-designed and spacious pack made for true tacticians. 
It comes complete with a large, dual-chamber space, slick interior with room for a hydration bladder, and a front pocket lined with soft velour fabric compatible with our Versatile Insert System® 
which allows for advanced customization.
The front and sides of the EDC Pack® is also covered with MOLLE/PALS compatible webbing and a large piece of loop-Velcro for displaying patches.

WROCLAW, POLAND

kit list:
TRUCKER LOGO CAP | UTL POLO SHIRT® | COVERT TACTICAL PANTS® | MINI MED KIT®



RAIDER BACKPACK®
Whether you’re heading off to work or planning a quick outdoor trip, you need a backpack that’s tough, versatile, and stores all your gear. The Raider Backpack® was designed an advanced EDC 
pack for every event thanks to large compartment compatible with Versatile Insert System® an additional organizer pocket, and large, stowable VersaStretch® beavertail. This versatility makes 
it ideal for daily use or more rugged adventures like biking, climbing, or storing and organizing tactical gear, jackets, water bottles, or a helmet.

SOBOTKA, POLAND

kit list:
TRUCKER LOGO CAP | T-SHIRT | OUTDOOR TACTICAL PANTS®



YOSEMITE NATIONAL PARK, CALIFORNIA
GROUNDHOG BACKPACK®
When you go hiking, bike riding or just want to travel light the Groundhog® is a small backpack made for versatility. Designed to hold a hydration bladder, extra clothes, or survival gear, it’s ideal 
for being adventurous. The expandable front pocket, zippered side pockets, and mesh bottle holders offer ideal storage, while the vertical zipper, mesh beavertail, and dual rows of MOLLE lite 
let you easily add extra equipment.  

kit list:
TRUCKER LOGO CAP | STRATUS JACKET® | WOMEN’S CUMULUS JACKET® | OUTDOOR TACTICAL PANTS®



WOMBAT MK2 SHOULDER BAG®
Sometimes you need to pack more things, but wearing a pack isn’t always ideal. For that, we’ve created the Wombat Mk2®, a lightweight, highly-durable shoulder bag that satisfies your need for 
a quick carryall bag for a work, small range, or tactical organization. Designed with numerous external and internal pockets, the large storage space can carry a standard-sized laptop, camping 
essentials, or vital mission gear.

PHOENIX, ARIZONA

kit list:
UTL POLO SHIRT® | URBAN TACTICAL PANTS®



URBAN TRAINING BAG®
A vital piece of gear for any outdoorsman, tactical mission professional, or range enthusiast, the hand or shoulder-carry bag is a medium-sized duffle ideal for carrying all types of equipment. 
Made of heavy-duty Cordura® 500D fabric, it’s perfect for storing sports, martial arts, or fitness accessories, small range or survival gear, or even shoes or extra clothes. In fact, it’s so versatile, 
compact, and easy to carry thanks to wide handles and an adjustable shoulder strap, you can take it and stow it almost anywhere; even when you’re traveling by plane.

WROCLAW, POLAND

kit list:
BBC CAP | DEFENDER MK2 SHIRT® | URBAN TACTICAL PANTS® | RAIDER BACKPACK®



URBAN COURIER BAG®
You live a busy, on-the-go lifestyle, both in your personal and professional life, which means there are a lot of things you need to stay ahead of the game. And yet, a backpack is not always 
the solution. That’s why we created the Urban Courier Bag®, a classic messenger bag great for day-to-day activities at work, the gym, and anywhere else. Large, spacious, and compatible with 
Versatile Insert System®, it can fit a laptop, breathable Polo shirt, or even a sidearm with additional magazines. And with a comfortable, padded shoulder strap and large loop front panel for 
patches, you can customize it for ideal support.

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

kit list:
TRUCKER LOGO CAP | URBAN TACTICAL HOODIE® | BANDICOOT WAIST PACK® | GREYMAN TACTICAL JEANS®



COBRA BELT®
The unique combination of a classic tactical belt with one of the most popular and advanced belt bulks, the AustriAlphin, this versatile Cobra Belt® offers strength, comfort, and resilience, as well 
as the ability to support almost any pistol holster, ammo or utility pouch. Available in numerous colors and various widths, there’s a Cobra Belt® for everyone.

PHOENIX, ARIZONA

kit list:
BBC CAP | DEFENDER MK2 SHIRT® | URBAN TACTICAL PANTS® | URBAN TRAINING BAG® | RAIDER BACKPACK®

WROCLAW, POLAND



LAPTOP BRIEFCASE
In today’s world the computers are all around us. In the office, at home or during any journey – they are almost always with us. This is why it is so important to have the possibility to carry 
comfortably and safely your laptop. And our lightweight nylon Laptop Briefcase is just the thing. In the main compartment you can fit a laptop up to 15”, while in the additional front pockets 
you can easily carry a charger or a mouse. The interior of the bag is covered with velour loops that are compatible with Versatile Insert System, making it a great improvised, low profile gear bag.

kit list:
DEFENDER MK2 GENTLEMAN SHIRT® | OUTDOOR TACTICAL PANTS® | DEFENDER MK2 TROPICAL SHIRT® | GREYMAN TACTICAL JEANS®

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA



When a backpack or messenger bag are just too big to stay mobile, but a waist bag is too small for all the important gear, the EDC Side Bag® fits all the right needs. Boasting a spacious main 
compartment, small front pocket with internal organizer, and a laser-cut MOLLE/PALS system for adding pouches or other equipment, it can carry water bottles, survival gear, and vital 
equipment. It also features a hidden compartment to hold a full-size pistol or revolver with discrete coverage.

EDC SIDE BAG®

kit list:
TRUCKER LOGO CAP | TACTICAL T-SHIRT | GREYMAN TACTICAL PANTS®

PHOENIX, ARIZONA



POSSUM WAIST PACK®
A waist bag is one of the most vital pieces of equipment for those looking to travel light and stay mission ready. The Possum® might be a smaller bag but it’s big on ambition. That’s why it features 
multiple pockets for storing everyday items like keys, a smartphone, or wallet, as well as small medical or emergency equipment you can’t live without. Also ideal for conceal and carry, slip in a 
subcompact hand gun and stay safer wherever you go. The large, loop panel on the front also lets you add a morale patch to show off your personal style.

kit list:
TRUCKER LOGO CAP | PATRIOT JACKET | TRAVEL ADVICE T-SHIRT | URBAN TACTICAL PANTS®

TAHOE, NEVADA



SAN FRANCISCO,  CALIFORNIA
BANDICOOT WAIST PACK®
Sometimes you need more storage space that your pants, jacket pockets, or a small waist pouch can provide. That’s where the Bandicoot® comes in. Larger than a standard waist bag but still 
ultra-portable, it’s versatile enough for concealed carry, keys, and multitools, but not so much that it’s cumbersome or slows you down. Complete with a large, zippered pocket, two front and 
back pockets, and a front loop patch panel, you can customize your storage needs.

kit list:
TRUCKER LOGO CAP | URBAN TACTICAL HOODIE® | URBAN COURIER BAG® LARGE | GREYMAN TACTICAL JEANS®



YOSEMITE NATIONAL PARK, CALIFORNIA

Staying warm in urban environments is just as important as when you’re out in the wild; especially when the cold autumn winds and winter snow set in. That’s why we developed  
the Urban Beanie Cap that provides all the warmth of a classic ski cap but blends in more effectively with an urban look. Woven with warm Merino wool, you’ll look stylish while fighting off cold 
weather no matter the mission.

kit list:
CUMULUS JACKET® | SUMMIT BACKPACK®

          URBAN BEANIE CAP



MID-PRO BELT®
Anyone can settle for a basic belt that holds up your pants, but any outdoorsman or survivalist knows you need a belt that also offers maximum tactical support. The Mid-Pro Belt® with 
AustriAlpin belt buckle is crafted with thick, durable nylon webbing that flexes with your every move. More importantly, it features six elastic loops divided into two sections for carrying a pistol 
magazine, flashlight, baton, knife, or flexi cuffs. The slip-resistant panel under the webbing also helps secure your gear better when you’re on the move, while the small, zippered pocket on the 
front can store a cuff key or spare cash in nice, low-profile form.

PHOENIX, ARIZONA

kit list:
URBAN HYBRID SOFTSHELL JACKET® | GREYMAN TACTICAL JEANS®



RANGE
LINE



We, at Helikon-Tex®, are shooting 
sports enthusiasts and firearms tactics 
practitioners. It’s no wonder that we wanted 
to create a line with great clothing and gear 
for the range. No matter if you’re and IPSC 
champion, one-mile precision shooter or just 
a guy or gal that shoots for skill and fun, we 
have something new for you in stock - from 
belts, gun bags and range pants to shooter’s 
sniper mats.

MINDEN,
NEVADA



When you need shooting gloves to protect your hands but even more control over your slides, magazines, and trigger movement, All Round Fit Gloves® made with synthetic leather offer premier 
versatility. An ultra-lightweight design that gives you the best weapon-feel possible, the breathable fabric and elastic cuff are ideal for hot days at the range when you’re transitioning between 
multiple firing positions and various weapons. The smart flex cuff always works well with shooting timer watches!

WOLOW, POLAND
          ALL ROUND FIT TACTICAL GLOVES®

kit list:
RANGE POLO SHIRT® | TRAINING MINI RIG®



Keeping your hands safe is vital to your long-term survival out in the wild, especially for shooters. That’s why we create medium-weight shooting gloves that give you more control over your 
weapon and still provide you with comfortable trigger feel that enhances your ability to handle any situation. Crafted with a breathable synthetic leather for non-slip grip and durability, as well 
as a hook-and-loop cuff for form-fitting comfort, it’s the perfect choice for range days or tactical outdoorsmanship. 

WOLOW, POLAND
          ALL ROUND TACTICAL GLOVES®

kit list:
RANGE POLO SHIRT®



The ideal balance between comfort and reliable weapon grip, our Range Tactical Gloves® boast perfect trigger feel when you’re at the range or out in the bush. Designed with a breathable 
comfort on the back and a synthetic leather on the inside to give you a non-slip grip, these versatile gloves even feature microfiber fabric on the sides and a touchscreen compatible thumb and 
middle finger to enhance your shooting and responsiveness. When you need the right support to the bullseye and quickly transition to responding to teams via a smartphone, these gloves can 
do it all.

SOSNOWIEC, POLAND
          RANGE TACTICAL GLOVES®

kit list:
RANGE POLO SHIRT®



HYBRID TACTICAL PANTS®
Freedom of movement is essential to your personal safety and success, be it moving around on the shooting range between targets or having to quickly go prone, kneel, crouch, or shoot behind 
cover. That’s why we developed breathable, durable HTP® pants with stretch panels that let you flex, run, and move with superior mobility and support. Complete with quick-access and zippered 
pockets, as well as low-profile sections for protective pad inserts, these are the most versatile range pants possible.

RANGE POLO SHIRT®
Have you ever lifted your arms to take aim at a target only for your sleeves to hinder shoulder or bicep movement and ruin your target acquisition? If so, you need these advanced Polo Range Shirts® that 
are made with a stretchable, moisture-wicking fabric that keeps you cool, classy, and ready to fire without restrictions. Designed with VersaStretch® side panels to give you even more stretch and flex 
comfort, these classic Polos with zippered collars are made for fast-paced environments.

HIAWATHA, UTAH

kit list:
LOGO CAP®



LAS VEGAS, NEVADA

kit list:
BASEBALL FOLDING CAP® | RANGE POLO SHIRT® | HYBRID TACTICAL PANTS® | TRAINING MINI RIG®

BACKBLAST MAT®
When you’re lining up that 500-yard shot there are few things more important than your stability, especially when you’re lying on the ground trying to line up the perfect shot. That means keeping you 
off the cold, wet ground that can make you shiver or off sharp rocks that can dig into your elbows. The large Backblast Mat® with anti-slip knee and elbow pads is lightweight and portable, but strong and 
thick enough to help improve your stabilization on all types of terrain. Tough enough for rocks, sands, grass, snow, and everything else, these versatile ground mats with additional Y-strap help improve 
your bipod and body positioning for greater accuracy—ideal for long-distance shooters. 
ACCURACY SHOOTING BAG®
When you’re a shooter that isn’t relying on a bipod to enhance your stability, you still need a smart, easy way to help you maintain position and control for a clean shot. That’s why we created Accuracy 
Shooting Bags® that add firm balance that can be adjusted to your specific shooting needs, be it the front of the rifle or under the butt stock. Crafted with heavy-duty Cordura 500D fabric and anti-slip 
panels, these bags come in multiple sizes and shapes to suit your every outdoor firing range need. And because they can easily be filled with basic sand, they’re easy to use at home or at the range.



MINDEN, NEVADA

For a shooter, there are few things more rewarding than landing that long-distance shot. But to land those sniper rounds at serious range, it takes more than a good rifle and great optics; you 
need a premium shooting mat. Backblast Mat® Extended shooting mat can help improve your stability, focus, and comfort, especially when you’re on soft grass or sand, to keep your bipod steady 
and to help you maintain your breathing. Crafted with durable, yet lightweight Cordura® 500D, with numerous anti-slip patches and loop panels for attaching accessories and ammo pouches, 
our thick, foam padding will keep you off the cold, rugged terrain to make shooting more fun and shots more accurate.

kit list:
TRUCKER LOGO CAP | UTL POLO SHIRT® | GREYMAN TACTICAL PANTS® | URBAN TACTICAL PANTS® FLEX | RANGE CHAIR

          BACKBLAST MAT® EXTENDED



TRAINING MINI RIG®
Whether you’re a professional competition shooter, shooting instructor at a range, or just love getting out there and putting some lead downrange on your own time, being comfortable is 
important. That’s why we created the compact Training Mini Rig® that lets you carry important equipment more easily when you’re in the prone, on the move, or taking up position behind a 
barrier. Designed with numerous pockets for carbine and pistol magazines, a utility pouch for tackers or markers, exchangeable inserts, and even a small hanging pouch for a first aid kit, you’ll 
always feel prepared and comfortable.

HIAWATHA, UTAH

kit list:
TRUCKER LOGO CAP | RANGE POLO SHIRT® | HYBRID TACTICAL PANTS® 



RANGEMASTER GEAR BAG®
When you’ve packed up all your favorite rifles, carbines, and pistols for your next range trip, you still need a bag to keep all your ammo, magazines, and gear neatly organized. For that, we created 
the Rangemaster Gear Bag®, a small, heavy-duty bag that lets you take your armory with you wherever the range may be. In fact, it has room to store ammunition, ear and eye protection, a 
large first aid kid, and even a few pistols. And with grab-and-go handles and a padded shoulder strap, it truly enhances your shoot range adventures.

BABIMOST, POLAND

kit list:
LOGO CAP® | RANGE POLO SHIRT® | HYBRID TACTICAL PANTS® | COBRA MODULAR RANGE BELT®



DOUBLE UPPER RIFLE BAG 18®
More and more shooting competitions are allowing firers to be scored on multiple firearms. But carrying two heavy, cumbersome rifle bags isn’t easy or convenient, which is why we created a 
Double Upper Rifle Bag® that lets you carry two long rifles comfortably and safely. In fact, they’re large enough to fit a scoped AR-15 with 18” barrel and addition SBR in one main compartment, 
with an equally outfitted rifle in the other. And with three additional zippered pockets for magazines, ammunition, or range gear, these bags make the perfect carryall for shooters of all skills 
levels. To further enhance their versatility, they’re fitted with dual carry handles, a shoulder strap, and backpack-style shoulder straps to make taking them with you easier than ever.

BABIMOST, POLAND

kit list:
CPU® SET | CPU® HAT



BRASS ROLL POUCH®
After you’ve unloaded a full clip into your range target it’s no big deal if you drop it on the ground and load another. But if you’re moving through the bush, laying down suppressive fire, or 
trying to be smarter in the field, you need a quick, easy way to store empty mags on the fly. The Brass Roll Pouch® is a belt/MOLLE mountable bag that can be filled with everything from empty 
magazines and extra ammo to empty bullet casings, range gloves, or safety equipment. All to ensure you don’t lose important gear or leave a trail of your existence behind.

MINDEN, NEVADA

kit list:
TRUCKER LOGO CAP | UTL POLO SHIRT® | URBAN TACTICAL PANTS® FLEX | RANGE TACTICAL GLOVES®



RANGE BEANIE CAP®
Just because the cold weather creeps in doesn’t mean you let your skills decline by skipping range days. That’s why we developed the Range Beanie Cap® woven with a soft grid fleece to keep 
your head warm when you’re at the range, hiking outdoors, or just spending some time in the back 40. Complete with a small Velour patch on the top for IFF patches and a small, zippered pocket 
on the bag for ear plugs or small items, it’s the perfect cap for staying warm and on task outdoors.

HIAWATHA, UTAH

kit list:
URBAN HYBRID SOFTSHELL® JACKET | BACKBLAST MAT®



LOGO CAP®
While there are tons of different weapon systems and gear accessories to improve your shooting and comfort on the range, few things are more vital than a great baseball cap; especially when 
you want to keep the sun or reflections out of your firing line of sight. That’s why we created this specially-designed ball cap made for the shooting range. Designed with slits for your ear 
protection and a depth made for supporting eye protection or sunglasses, this adjustable all-purpose hat comes in multiple colors, so you can approach each target with comfortable confidence.

HIAWATHA, UTAH

kit list:
RANGE POLO SHIRT®



SERVICE CASE®
Let’s be honest, we all love shooting guns but having to clean and maintain them is something we all could do without. However, stripping them down and keeping the parts ready for action is a 
necessity, which is why we developed the Service Case® The perfect all-purpose pouch for storing cleaning accessories, chemicals, oils, tools, rods, and spare parts, the numerous pockets, elastic 
looks, and organized interior make it easier to clean small parts on rifles and handguns. And with an additional large cleaning mat to keep parts readily available and a dish for dip-cleaning 
pieces it’s the best choice for gun owners.

BABIMOST, POLAND

kit list:
LOGO CAP® | RANGE POLO SHIRT® | HYBRID TACTICAL PANTS®



RANGE BAG®
Compact, yet spacious, this universal Range Bag® with compatible insert system can hold all your pistol and rifle/carbine magazines with organized, practical convenience. A smart, versatile 
piece of equipment for every range day or shooting trip, it even features multiple exterior pockets, carry handles, and a wide shoulder strap to make it easier to carry and store gear on the go. It 
also makes a great emergency workstation and maintenance bag for quickly fixing problems on the firing line.

BABIMOST, POLAND

kit list:
LOGO CAP® | RANGE POLO SHIRT® | HYBRID TACTICAL PANTS®



COBRA MODULAR RANGE BELT®
Just because you love MOLLE/PALS gear doesn’t mean you like large, battle-style belts that can hinder your movement or comfort. That’s why we developed the CMRB®, the ultimate 45mm belt 
webbing with certified Cobra buckle that offers advanced modular system versatility. Designed with a large, laser-cut laminate panel, space to attach holders, pouches, or direct-action gear, 
and a modern look that pairs well with your favorite range equipment, it’s perfect for range specialists and on-the-go survivalists. 

HIAWATHA, UTAH

kit list:
RANGE POLO SHIRT® | HYBRID TACTICAL PANTS®



PISTOL/RIFLE EXCERCISE/QUALIFICATION TARGET®
Putting rounds downrange is why we go to the shooting range in the fi rst place. But we all have that competitive spirit and drive to be more accurate, which is why you need targets that can 
be used for shooting drills, zeroing in weapons, and even for a little friendly competition. Available in pistol or rifl e/carbine formats, these paper targets let you assess your progress and even 
feature step-by-step drill instructions on how to excel at shooting. Crafted using thick, off set paper, they’ll hold up against high-caliber rounds without tearing and provide highly-visible marks 
even from distance.

MINDEN, NEVADA

kit list:
OUTDOOR TACTICAL PANTS® | URBAN TACTICAL PANTS® | TRAINING MINI RIG®



SINGLE/DOUBLE PISTOL WALLET®
Not every US state or country allows you to concealed carry, even when you’re just heading to the range. But you don’t want your pistols rolling around loose in a bag or backpack where they 
could get scratched or take damage either. That’s why we created Pistols Wallets® in single and double configurations to help secure your weapon, even with mounted optics or flashlights, with 
safe, reliable security. And with large loop panel patches that let you mount them to gun safes, and a velour-covered interior compatible with the Versatile Insert System for spare magazines, 
you can always keep your weapon at the ready.

kit list:
TRUCKER LOGO CAP | MBDU® FLANNEL SHIRT | OUTDOOR TACTICAL PANTS® | RANGE TACTICAL GLOVES®

MINDEN, NEVADA



RANGE CHAIR
Whether you’re a competition shooter, avid hunter, or shooting enthusiast, you spend more time shooting from a standing position than anything else. But when you need to sit down, rest, 
or just relax an refocus, you need a place to take a load off. For that, we created the Range Chair, a lightweight, portable, and packable seat that lets you quickly and easily sit down and rest at 
moment’s notice, anywhere you go. A stable, well-balance design that’s great for the range, camping, hiking, hunting, or just relaxing on the spot, attach it to a backpack and always have place 
to sit.

kit list:
TRUCKER LOGO CAP | UTL POLO SHIRT® | GREYMAN TACTICAL PANTS® | URBAN TACTICAL PANTS® FLEX | BACKBLAST MAT® EXTENDED

MINDEN, NEVADA



XXX
CLEANING KITS
We all love going to the range, but very few of us like cleaning our weapons when we’re done. That’s why you can get one of these premium cleaning kits to make it fast, easy, and more effective. 
Available to support a wide range of calibers, these weapon cleaning kits help you clean a barrel of a pistol, revolver, or rifle with improved efficiency. Complete with a handy cleaning rod with 
changeable ends, it helps keep your gun cleaning and safe from scratches while streamlining the cleaning process.

kit list:
TRUCKER LOGO CAP | MBDU® FLANNEL SHIRT | WOMEN’S T-SHIRT | SERVICE CASE® | RANGE TACTICAL GLOVES®

MINDEN, NEVADA



WOLOW, POLAND
TWO POINT CARBINE SLING®
A good weapon sling is a crucial element to your equipment because it provides hands-free carrying and quick access to your firearm both at the range and when you’re on mission. It also allows 
you to rest your hands and prevents your weapon from falling or getting damaged if you quickly transition to a side arm. That’s why this 2-point Carbine Sling® is made for firers of all skill levels. 
Designed with 1” nylon webbing, a wide, foam padded shoulder pad, and even weight distribution, it’s made for supporting firearms and the trigger pullers. The small hook-and-loop closed 
pocket also allows you to carry small, essential gear, while the adjustable design better suits your silhouette or equipment.

kit list:
RANGE TACTICAL GLOVES®



PATROL
LINE



Patrol Line gives you a choice of best MIL/
LE field and combat type clothing, including 
some specialized individual camouflage 
solutions and uniform accessories. Our idea 
is to combine and supplement the elements 
of the Patrol Line with other Helikon-Tex® 
lines – such as Outback Line for inclement 
weather conditions, Range for firearms 
training, etc.

EVERGLADES,
FLORIDA



The right equipment can make all the difference, be it on the battlefield, at the range, or when your trekking up a mountainside. That’s why we developed the Modern Battle Dress Uniform, a 
uniform designed to maximize your comfort and freedom of movement without sacrificing functionality and carry space. Made with breathable, ripstop fabric, this field utility uniform with 
optimal pocket space, VersaStretch® side panels, and reinforced knees and elbows lets you get a little dirty while still being at the top of your game.

kit list:
CPU HAT® | GUARDIAN CHEST RIG® | ALL ROUND FIT TACTICAL GLOVES®

CARSON VALLEY, NEVADA
          MBDU SHIRT® | MBDU PANTS®



Styles may come and go, even on the battlefield, but a plaid flannel shirt is a timeless piece of comfortable equipment that embraces the spirit of the outdoors. That’s why this MBDU® shirt 
offers a comfort-fit design and features numerous pockets to store gear and loop panels to let you personalize it to your individual needs. It’s perfect for all types of weather and won’t let you 
down when you need to look stylish and be prepared.

kit list:
TRUCKER LOGO CAP | CARDBOARD ASSASSIN T-SHIRT | OUTDOOR TACTICAL PANTS®

MINDEN, NEVADA
          MBDU® FLANNEL SHIRT



One of the most iconic uniforms on the military battlefield, the BDU has been a staple of the armed forces for decades. That’s why took the most famous iteration of this classic uniform and 
repurposed it into the BDU2; a smarter, more comfortable take on tactical pants. Offering superior versatility, a looser fit, and pockets for survival gear, smartphones, and essentials, it’s made 
for urban jungles and outdoor terrain.

kit list:
CPU HAT® | SFU NEXT® SHIRT | GUARDIAN CHEST RIG® | ALL ROUND FIT TACTICAL GLOVES® | RACCOON MK2 BACKPACK®

CARSON VALLEY, NEVADA
          BDU MK2 PANTS



A classic 3-day assault pack for true recon specialists, these backpacks are a favorite of Navy Seals who spend a lot of time on mission because of their advanced durability, spacious storage, 
and lightweight design. Better yet, they have room for a hydration bladder, spare ammo, or additional clothing, and also feature MOLLE/PALS webbing and an extra front pocket to enhance its 
modularity. In other words, it’s a must-have for any patrol kit.

kit list:
CPU HAT® | SFU NEXT® SHIRT | MBDU SHIRT® | MBDU PANTS®

CARSON VALLEY, NEVADA
          GUARDIAN ASSAULT PACK



RATEL MK2 BACKPACK
When you’re ready to hit the field for a couple days or you’re trying to be responsive at the range, you want pack that stores all the essentials and doesn’t slow down your mobility. That’s why 
we developed the Ratel MK2 Backpack, a compact 25-liter patrol backpack made for tactical movement and rapid response. Boasting a large main pocket, two internal organizer pockets, and 
a hydration bladder sleeve, it’s the smart choice for quick survival bags. It also features MOLLE/PALS webbing on the front and the sides, giving you even more options on day trips or longer 
excursions.

kit list:
GUARDIAN ASSAULT PACK | CPU HAT® | MBDU SHIRT® | MBDU PANTS®

CARSON VALLEY, NEVADA



RACCOON MK2 BACKPACK®
There are essentials that every survivalist needs when they need to get out fast, and extra gear people need that they don’t necessarily want to pack away into some oversized ruck. For them 
we’ve created the Racoon MK2 Backpack®, a 20L bag that offers ultralight, compact storage for things like ammo, raingear, MREs, and that water purification straw. Designed with two spacious 
compartments for gear or a hydration bladder, as well as MOLLE/PALS compatible webbing, it offers ultimate responsiveness at a moment’s notice. And with a comfortable, padded shoulder 
strap to distribute weight evenly, even when it’s loaded down, this breathable patrol pack makes a great choice for urban jungles and intense missions alike.

kit list:
BDU MK2 PANTS | MBDU SHIRT® | MBDU PANTS® | SFU NEXT® PANTS

CARSON VALLEY, NEVADA



GUARDIAN CHEST RIG®
Whether you’re an avid survivalist, prepper, or mountain explorer, there’s no end to the amount of gear you take with you; such as MREs, survival gear, a pistol or rifle, magazines, water, and so 
much more. That’s why we developed a smarter system over a standard belt kit—the Guardian Chest Rig®. Large enough to fit all your gear but lightweight and flexible enough to keep you 
mobile, it keeps your gear high and accessibility and lets you carry up to an 80-liter pack without impacting comfort. Padded shoulder straps also help distribute weight properly, so you can 
load up and stay on the go with superior comfort.

kit list:
CPU HAT® | OUTDOOR TACTICAL PANTS® 

ELDORADO NATIONAL FOREST, CALIFORNIA



COBRA MODULAR RESCUE BELT®
Keeping the right gear within quick, easy reach can make all the difference both on the battlefield and in your everyday life. That’s why we developed a carry belt that’s mountable, MOLLE/
PALS compatible, and can keep your pants up while carrying all your essential gear. Constructed with heavy-duty nylon webbing and laser-cut laminate, it’s the world’s most common modular 
system. It even features a certified AustriAlpin D-Ring Cobra buckle, strength enough to carry holsters, ammo, or utility pouches, and the durability to support every outdoor experience.

kit list:
SFU NEXT® SHIRT | BDU MK2 PANTS

CARSON VALLEY, NEVADA



EVERGLADES, FLORIDA
CPU SHIRT® | CPU PANTS®
When your patrol duties take you from the jungle to the woods to the desert, comfort and versatility is important. That’s why our Combat Patrol Uniform® which consists of a zippered jacket and 
loose-fitting pants that offer year-round protection. Along with ample pockets, each jacket features armpit ventilation to keep you cool in hot climates, as well as a fleece-lined standup collar 
to keep you warm in the cold. The rugged pants with large cargo pockets also provide comfortability with freedom of movement to support every military operational need. The CPU is available 
in multiple fabrics and even more color and camouflage options. 

kit list:
CPU HAT®



HIAWATHA, UTAH
CPU HAT®
An Australian bush hat with a narrow brim, this militaristic headgear is lightweight, breathable, and boasts adjustability to fit any size head. A more classic design with hidden mesh tunnels 
that let air pass through and help wick away sweat, there’s even a sweatband for added comfort and to keep moisture from dripping into your eyes.

kit list:
SORGO



BUSHCRAFT
LINE



Hikers, hunters, wildlife enthusiasts and 
photographers – they all appreciate a solid, 
rugged and well-thought out gear and 
garments. We have developed a complete 
line of products that are useful in the wild – 
a range of camping gear, survival essentials, 
heavy duty, and practical clothing that 
withstand wear-and-tear and campfires 
much better than high-tech garments.

BESKID WYSPOWY,
POLAND



Nothing says outdoorsman quite like a plaid shirt. And the Pilgrim shirt offers the classic comfort, style, and durability you can rely on. Crafted with a thick, breathable fabric, these versatile 
Bushcraft shirts are designed to support every trip to the woods, day at the range, and time spent chopping wood like a lumberjack.

MORA, SWEDEN

kit list:
SWAGMAN ROLL PONCHO® | PILGRIM PANTS®

WANDERER CAP®
When you’re headed out to the woods for a hunting trip or to take a hiking trip up your favorite mountain, staying warm and comfortable is essential. The Wanderer Cap® is the perfect choice 
for getting outdoors and being active while keeping your head toasty even when the crisp wind blows hard. Crafted with genuine wool and acrylic that offers moisture-wicking breathability, 
it’s the best hat for cold days and bivouacs in the bush. 

          DEFENDER MK2 PILGRIM SHIRT®



PILGRIM JACKET® | PILGRIM PANTS®
Classic Anorak jackets are known for their comfort and, thanks to no or shorter zipper on front, better wind resistance. Our Pilgrim Anorak is a great example of all-weathe outdoor coat. The 
elongated cut, armpit ventilation and large, functional hood protect the wearer from wind, rain and snow. Four chest pockets, two hand warmer pockets. The anorak can be worn half-open to 
avoid sweating in summertime, contrary to the most other anoraks. But the jacket is not the only part of the Pilgrim Set. There are also a durable and comfortable pants. Made of the same fabric 
as the jacket, DuraCanvas, they are highly tear and wind resistant. Two spacious cargo pockets can comfortably and easily fit all the essentials needed in the wild.

PRICE, UTAH



WOODSMAN ANORAK JACKET®
Staying warm and cozy in the bush has never been more enjoyable than with the Woodsman Anorak®, durable, outdoor jacket made for camping, hunting, and staying warm when the cold 
winds kick up. Crafted with DuraCanvas fabric that offers better wind resistance from the front and StormStretch fabric on the back for improved breathability, it’s ideal for staying active and 
comfortable. The fully-zippered sides also offer premium ventilation when you need it most!

MORA, SWEDEN

kit list:
WANDERER CAP® | PILGRIM PANTS®



BUSHCRAFT SATCHEL BAG®
Whether you’re hitting the trails or spending the day in the urban jungle, you’re going to need to keep some essential gear on hand. The Bushcraft Satchel Bag® was designed as an all-purpose 
field bag to give you more space and versatility no matter what’s on the schedule. Complete with a large, zippered pocket, two open pockets, and MOLLE/PALS on either side for quick-attach 
pouch access, it’s made for every environment.

MORA, SWEDEN

kit list:
WANDERER CAP® | DEFENDER MK2 PILGRIM SHIRT® | PILGRIM PANTS®



MATILDA BACKPACK®
When the outback comes calling you can’t settle for a small backpack to get you far away from civilization. You need a bag that’s designed to let you pack it all up with survival gear and essentials 
that make even the toughest trips a bit easier. Designed with a large, buckled flap to protect your stuff against rain or dust, the tough Cordura and Nylon fabric is lightweight without sacrificing 
durability. And because you can customize the front, sides, and inside with MOLLE/PALS pouches, it’s the perfect bug out bag for true survivalists.

FALLEN LEAF LAKE, CALIFORNIA

kit list:
PILGRIM ANORAK JACKET® | PILGRIM PANTS®



FOXTROT MK2 BELT RIG®
Carrying field essentials can be done in one of three ways: on the back, over the shoulder, or around the hips. But any true outdoorsman knows that over long hikes and uneven terrain, belt carry 
can help spread the load evenly to save your back and still keep things within easy reach. The Foxtrot MK2 Belt Rig® is a versatile solution for carrying standalone items or it can be added to 
functional suspenders; either of which allows you to enhance your modular accessibility with pockets or MOLLE/PALS attachments like med kits or knife and cargo pouches. It’s even compatible 
with ALICE clips!

SOBOTKA, POLAND

kit list:
LOGO CAP® | DEFENDER MK2 SHIRT® |  HYBRID OUTBACK PANTS®



ESSENTIAL KITBAG®
Sometimes when you’re heading out for a quick hike or you’re scouting out a deer stand, you don’t need to take a ton of stuff with you. That doesn’t mean there aren’t essentials that you need 
to keep on hand. That’s why we developed the Essential Kitbag®, a small, canteen-style pouch that lets you pack up small survival items and throw them over your shoulder for a quick getaway. 
Compact and lightweight, it can easily store a water bottle, folding stove, flashlight, compass, some 550 cord, or a sewing it. A true one-day expedition bag, it can also be attached to a backpack 
via MOLLE/PALS or its shoulder strap and features a quick access sleeve for a folding saw, knife, or axe.

ALABAMA HILLS, CALIFORNIA

kit list:
MATILDA BACKPACK® | SWAGMAN ROLL PONCHO®



SWAGMAN ROLL PONCHO®
Long before bulky sleeping bags became the go-to for campers, rugged trappers and soldiers relied on the tried-and-true wool blanket roll. By the 70s, the poncho liner had replaced it and 
double both as a warm blanket and a rain-protective cover. The Swagman Roll Poncho® was created to be the best of both worlds, emulating the ultra-lightweight versatility of the liner and the 
warm, supportive comfort of the blanket roll. Designed with thin nylon and filled with advanced Climashield Apex insulation, you’ll never tremble on a chilly morning again.

PRICE, UTAH

kit list:
MATILDA BACKPACK® | BUSHCRAFT SATCHEL BAG® | TRITAN™ BOTTLE WIDE MOUTH | CAMP KETTLE



SUPERTARP®
Bad weather is part of being an outdoorsman, but that doesn’t mean you can’t also be comfortable and protected. That’s why we developed the Supertarp®, a universal shelter cape with 19 
reinforced attachment points that let you configure it to suit every terrain, every climate, and every type of inclement weather. Crafted with a lightweight, water-resistant polyurethane ripstop 
fabric and heavy-duty seams, you can easily attach it to almost anything to keep you warmer, drier, and ready for what’s next. Complete with 8 webbing loops to cinch it to a backpack and a 
drawstring, compressed bag for travel, never leave home without one.

kit list:
MATILDA BACKPACK® | SWAGMAN ROLL PONCHO®

HOPE VALLEY, CALIFORNIA



E&E POUCH®
Created around the classic British Special Forces design this large gear pouch is made for getting out into the wild lands and being ready for anything. The right size for carrying survival 
equipment, food rations, water, and emergency gear, it’s rugged enough for every outdoor adventure. And with a back sleeve to hold a saw, knife, or axe, and MOLLE/PALS webbing to attaching 
it to larger bags, it’s the perfect utility pouch for your patrol belt. 

kit list:
POSSUM WAIST PACK® | ESSENTIAL KITBAG®

TAIL LAKE BELIS-FANTANELE, ROMANIA



FALLEN LEAF LAKE, CALIFORNIA
CHEST PACK NUMBAT®
When you’re backpacking, scaling rough terrain, or plotting a course through thick underbrush, it’s not always easy to pull off a large pack to access your map, compass, or flashlight. That’s why 
we created the Chest Pack Numbat®, a quick access, front-loaded bag with internal and external pockets that hold emergency or travel essentials. In fact, the soft velour interior can better protect 
gear, while the internal, detachable organizer with transparent map pocket makes it easier to navigate. A sleek, minimalistic design that’s comfortable and won’t hinder you wearing a backpack, 
it even features mounting points compatible with MOLLE/PALS to let you customize your bag.

kit list:
TRUCKER LOGO CAP | DEFENDER MK2 PILGRIM SHIRT® | PILGRIM PANTS® | COBRA TACTICAL BELT



HOPE VALLEY, CALIFORNIA
CAMP KETTLE
A quick trip to the forest is one of the best ways to spend your free time. It allows you to be close to nature and enjoy the feeling of fresh air, all while escaping the noise of the city. In fact, the 
only thing more relaxing is enjoying a fresh cup of coffe as you watch the birds and the wind flutter by. The simple, easy-to-use kettle is crafted with hard-anodized aluminum, but is lightweight 
and easy to pack in a backpack for use almost anywhere. 

kit list:
WINTER MERINO BEANIE | DEFENDER MK2 PILGRIM SHIRT® | PILGRIM PANTS® | MATILDA BACKPACK® | BUSHCRAFT SATCHEL BAG® | FOLD-A-CUP®



OUTBACK
LINE



Outback Line is our technical clothing 
and accessories conceptualization. 
From baselayers through all intermediate 
levels of insulation, for both dynamic 
and static activities, to outer layers 
including windshirts, softshells, 
hardshells and Climashield® parkas. 
Accessories developed for Outback Line 
focus on travel, gear packing and outdoor 
expeditions.

MONUMENT VALLEY, 
ARIZONA | UTAH



When you’re outdoors and the temperature starts to rise, you don’t want to be sweating through a heavy cotton t-shirt. That’s why we created this breathable, high-quality Ultralight Shirt 
designed with Aero-Tech fabric. Featuring tiny-holes that wick away sweat and moisture, these short sleeve shirts are ideal for hot summer days and even feature numerous pockets for carrying 
essentials.

kit list:
TRUCKER LOGO CAP

YOSEMITE NATIONAL PARK, CALIFORNIA
          DEFENDER MK2 ULTRALIGHT SHIRT®



XXX

Designed with breathable, lightweight, quick-drying fabric, this hot weather shirt is made with a classic Defender MK2 style complete with multiple pockets, a stiffened collar, and buttoned 
front. It also features mesh armpit panels to enhance breathability and double chest pockets for small, light items, it’s made for everyday urban wear or getting outside and enjoying the great 
outdoors.

kit list:
TRUCKER LOGO CAP | OUTDOOR TACTICAL PANTS® | ELEVATION BACKPACK®

YOSEMITE NATIONAL PARK, CALIFORNIA
          DEFENDER MK2 TROPICAL SHIRT®



NAVTEL POUCH®
There is some equipment that you don’t want buried in a big backpack or travel bag, but it’s still essential enough that you need it accessible. That’s why the Navtel Pouch® is the solution. This 
medium-sized bag can store things like smartphones, GPS trackers, and notepads, and be easily carried via a shoulder strap or attached vertically to MOLLE gear. 

kit list:
TRUCKER LOGO CAP | GROUNDHOG BACKPACK®

YOSEMITE NATIONAL PARK, CALIFORNIA



The classic USMC beanie cap mixed with the soft, warm thickness of merino wool, this winter cap offers superior comfort, style, and breathability with all the rugged construction you want in 
an outdoor hat. The double-knit design and simple, stylish look make it ideal for outdoor trips like camping or hunting or pairing with your everyday urban wear.

kit list:
DEFENDER MK2 PILGRIM SHIRT® | PILGRIM PANTS®

HOPE VALLEY, CALIFORNIA
          WINTER MERINO BEANIE



OUTDOOR TACTICAL PANTS®
When urban gear isn’t rugged enough to get you out into the boondocks and hitting the wilderness with focused comfort, the OTP® has got your backed. A special outdoor version of our UTP®, 
enjoy all the original functionality with enhanced durability that can conquer any terrain. Lightweight and stretchy, this breathable, moisture-wicking design is the premier choice for serious 
adventurers.

SILJAN, SWEDEN

kit list:
BASEBALL FOLDING CAP® | T-SHIRT | CUMULUS® JACKET



OUTDOOR TACTICAL PANTS LITE®
When you’re active outdoors, you can’t rely on shorts to keep you protected and you don’t want to be weighed down by hot, sweaty jeans. That’s why we developed OTP Lite® that provide 
enhanced comfort, stretch, and tactical functionality. Designed with lightweight, breathable nylon fabric, these multi-pocketed pants offer premium versatility and comfort on the hottest 
summer day.

GORY STOLOWE, POLAND

kit list:
T-SHIRT | RAIDER BACKPACK®



OUTDOOR TACTICAL SHORTS®
The perfect blend of comfort, functionality, and tactical versatility, these premium urban and outdoor shorts are made with breathable VersaStretch® fabric that supports your mobility and 
movement while still giving you the optimal pocket and storage space for trekking through the woods, enjoying the mountains, or hitting the shooting range. 

ZION NATIONAL PARK, UTAH

kit list:
TRUCKER LOGO CAP | T-SHIRT | GROUNDHOG BACKPACK®



HYBRID OUTBACK PANTS®
Whether you’re popping smoke quickly or taking off  on a long mountain trek, you need pants that are lightweight, comfortable, and support every step into the great unknown. These Hybrid 
Outback Pants® are designed with reinforced front pockets to clip on a knife or fl ashlight, a water-resistant waxy fabric to keep your legs warm and dry, and cargo pockets for packing away extra 
survival gear. The strengthened knees also feature inner pockets to let you add low-profi le protective pad inserts to give you more comfort when you kneel down to take aim.

ZION NATIONAL PARK, UTAH

kit list:
MERINO BEANIE CAP | WOLFHOUND HOODIE JACKET® | CHEST PACK NUMBAT® 



kit list:
TRUCKER LOGO CAP | OUTDOOR TACTICAL PANTS® | GROUNDHOG BACKPACK® | NAVTEL POUCH®

STRATUS JACKET® 
Designed to mimic a classic U.S Army jacket, the Stratus Jacket® boasts 320g fabric that’s lightweight, breathable, and still offers enhanced durability. You’ll also find dual zippered chest pockets 
and an internal pocket for keeping gear discretely hidden, mesh ventilation armpit inserts to keep you cool in jungle or desert environments, quick-access sleeve pockets, and a high collar to give 
you more comfortable in dense, wooded areas. A great standalone jacket or as an additional layer under a bigger coat, it offers universal comfort and versatility. 

YOSEMITE NATIONAL PARK, CALIFORNIA



kit list:
TRUCKER LOGO CAP | OUTDOOR TACTICAL PANTS® | PAKCELL SET®

CUMULUS JACKET® 
Keeping your body just the right temperature is important whether you’re trekking out in cold weather, sitting in a deer stand, or just trying to fight off that cool spring breeze. That’s we created 
the Cumulus Jacket® made with double fleece fabric that’s perfect as an underlayer when frigid winter winds take over, or as a standalone piece that keeps the chill from giving you the shivers. 
Complete with a spacious hood and sun visor, classic hip and shoulder pockets, and reinforced elbows and shoulders, it’s made for optimal comfort.

YOSEMITE NATIONAL PARK, CALIFORNIA



YOSEMITE NATIONAL PARK, CALIFORNIA

Every trip begins with the right preparation, which means having a pack to carry all the gear you need to stay tactically ready and still be comfortable. The Elevation Backpack® was designed with 
every strategic decision in mind, which is why it’s big enough for to handle the long march ahead and lightweight for a quick weekend getaway. Boasting a large, accessible main compartment, 
versatile external pockets, and MOLLE/PALS webbing, this backpack with padded hip belt lets you tackle mountain trails and off-road expeditions with comfort.

kit list:
WINTER MERINO BEANIE | CUMULUS JACKET® | OUTDOOR TACTICAL PANTS®

          ELEVATION BACKPACK®



SUMMIT BACKPACK®
The answer for all modern hiking needs, this versatile pack offers lightweight strength and durability into a seamless, packable design perfect for hitting the trail or the range. Complete with a 
rolltop collar and front, vertical zipper to give it a rugged look and better accessibility, our Summit Backpack® is made for long hikes and tough, mountainous activity. Along with plenty of space 
to carry water bottles on either side, elastic to stow away a jacket or heavy-duty helmet, and zippered, mesh pockets for survival gear storage, it can be tailored with MOLLE/PALS pouches for 
added convenience.

kit list:
TRUCKER LOGO CAP | DEFENDER MK2 ULTRALIGHT SHIRT® | OUTDOOR TACTICAL PANTS®

YOSEMITE NATIONAL PARK, CALIFORNIA



WINDRUNNER® WINDSHIRT
A super lightweight and portable design, the Windrunner® can be packed into a survival bag or backpack for emergencies or even worn when you’re training or out for a morning jog. Crafted 
with wind-resistant nylon, the mesh armpit ventilation allows for maximum circulation to keep you cool but blocks out harsh winds or chills to keep your body warm without overheating. The 
large channel pocket also lets you tuck away a cap, gloves, or baklava for added cold-weather support, while the small pockets help keep a smartphone or keys neatly stored.

kit list:
OUTDOOR TACTICAL PANTS®

SAUA URDELE - DENGHERUL, ROMANIA



PAKCELL SET®

kit list:
TRUCKER LOGO CAP | CUMULUS JACKET® | OUTDOOR TACTICAL PANTS®

A large backpack offers all the space you need to carry your favorite gear, but they’re often so big you lose all the essential organization you need. That’s why we developed the Pakcell Set® that 
lets you organize pockets and big, empty areas with improved convenience. Ultralight, compact, and designed for storing clothing, cosmetics, or electronics, we make it easier to keep all your 
bags arranged for faster, more efficient access. The additional loop panel under the zipper also lets you attach the Tag Patch.

YOSEMITE NATIONAL PARK, CALIFORNIA



WOLFHOUND JACKET
When a chill fills the air, but it’s not quite cold enough for a thick, heavy winter coat, the Wolfhound Jacket provides the perfect fit. Worn both as a standalone jacket or an insulation layer for a 
bigger coat, these jackets are made with lightweight, breathable, insulated Climashield Apex, it can keep you warm in a variety of harsh conditions. It also boasts a durable ripstop outer shell 
for protection, breathable VersaStretch® armpit panels, and fleece-lined front pockets and collar to keep your hands and neck toasty warm, experience thermal comfort you can count on. It also 
features a zippered chest pocket for essentials and a soft velour loop panel on the arm to let you personalize your jacket.

kit list:
TRUCKER LOGO CAP | OUTDOOR TACTICAL PANTS®

SAUA URDELE - DENGHERUL, ROMANIA



WOLFHOUND HOODIE JACKET®
The right choice for colder winter days, the Wolfhound features a large, warm hood and Climashield Apex insulation that makes it perfect for inclement weather, heavy snows, and rugged 
outdoor adventures. In fact, this jacket is designed to keep you protected even when the weather conditions make the day a whole lot tougher.

kit list:
MERINO BEANIE CAP | CHEST PACK NUMBAT® | RATEL MK2 BACKPACK | HYBRID OUTBACK PANTS®

ZION NATIONAL PARK, UTAH



WOMEN’S WOLFHOUND HOODIE JACKET®
Identical to the standard Wolfhound hoodie but made to fit the curves and style of a woman’s body, the Wolfhound women’s jacket offers a slim, comfortable fit that keeps you warm and cozy 
while still looking your best. The best all-around hoodie for women who live active, outdoor lifestyles, never let cold weather keep you from getting out and enjoying an adventure.

kit list:
TRUCKER LOGO CAP | STRATUS JACKET® | OUTDOOR TACTICAL PANTS®

YOSEMITE NATIONAL PARK, CALIFORNIA



LAPLAND, FINLAND
LEVEL 7 LIGHTWEIGHT WINTER JACKET
When the weather brings in extreme cold, heavy snows, and bone-chilling winds, nothing provides better warmth and protection than our Level 7 Winter Jacket. Designed to mimic the U.S. 
ECWCS winter coat, this jacket uses ClimaShield Apex insulation on the inside and a warm outer layer to withstand even the toughest inclement weather. Large enough to wear over a base 
layer but warm enough to wear alone, the tall collar, adjustable hood, and fleece-lined pockets are all made for enhanced comfort. And with plenty of pockets for storing gloves, hats, or other 
essentials, even the coldest winter’s day won’t slow you down.

kit list:
MERINO BEANIE CAP



MEDICAL
LINE



Medical Line products come in different 
shapes and sizes – from basic pocket inserts 
to a vehicle med kit bag solution. The layout 
and proposed contents of each med kit are 
based on consultations by professionals, 
and our intent is to make these kits to 
supplemental all other Helikon-Tex® Lines.

TAHOE,
NEVADA



kit list:
TRUCKER LOGO CAP | PATRIOT JACKET | OUTDOOR TACTICAL PANTS® | EDC BACKPACK LITE® | URBAN TRAINING BAG®

AUTOMOTIVE MED KIT POUCH®
TAHOE, NEVADA

Even with seasoned shooters emergencies like getting the webbing of your hand caught in a slide can happen when you least expect. That’s why it’s crucial you have medical gear on hand to 
protect yourself and fellow firers after small cuts, bumps, and bruises. This small first aid kit was put together, so you can keep essential medical equipment in your vehicle, such as the glovebox, 
trunk, or under the seat. It’s also designed with highly-visible, reflective handles to help you keep control of it at night and elastic tapes on the inside to keep gear neatly in place. The compact 
pouch design also lets you easily store it in the side pocket of our Rangemaster Gear Bag®!



kit list:
TRUCKER LOGO CAP | BRASS ROLL POUCH® | HYBRID TACTICAL PANTS®

MODULAR INDIVIDUAL MED KIT POUCH®
A great first aid kid is a crucial element when it comes to preparing range or outdoor equipment. And whether you are a paramedic, soldier, law enforcement officer, or you love a good paintball 
range, it can be a lifesaver when accidents happen. This Modular Individual Med Kit Pouch® compatible MOLLE/PALS systems can be added to larger backpacks or worn as a standalone item to 
ensure you always have proper medical equipment on hand when you need it most. 

MINDEN, NEVADA



kit list:
ALPHA TACTICAL JACKET | URBAN TACTICAL PANTS®

UNIVERSAL MED INSERT®
TAHOE, NEVADA

Time, responsiveness, and safety are all crucial aspects to the safety of the rescuer during an emergency situation, which is why the Universal Med Insert® allows you to establish a well-
organized first aid kit with optimal convenience. And from gloves to gauze to bandages or scissors, this versatile bag can be organized to suit your every medical need. The bright red color and 
reflective “star of life” also make it easier to identify in rugged conditions or low-light environments, making it superior for both field and urban operations.



Not every range trip or hiking adventure has room for a large medical kit, which is why we created the Pocket Med Insert® for your pocket, waist pack, or small backpack. With multiple pockets 
for medical storage, a transparent window for an ICE card, and a rubber anti-slip handle for better on-the-go control, it’s a must-have for staying safe in the great outdoors.

POCKET MED INSERT®
MIEKINIA, POLAND



kit list:
TRUCKER LOGO CAP | PATRIOT JACKET | OUTDOOR TACTICAL PANTS® | RANGE CHAIR

MINI MED KIT®
Being prepared is what sets you apart from the average survivalist, hunter, or outdoorsman; especially when it comes to first aid. This Mini Med Kit® is the multi-tool of any true survivalist’s 
gear plan thanks to its compact size, heavy-duty zipped pocket, and compatibility with MOLLE/PALS systems. Never leave home without being prepared for every event by keeping a Mini Med 
Kit® with you at all times.

HOPE VALLEY, CALIFORNIA



kit list:
LIBERTY JACKET

MICRO MED KIT®
MIEKINIA, POLAND

Just because you’re fast, agile, and ready to move at moment’s notice means you can leave behind essential medical equipment. This Micro Med Kit® allows you to throw in a few pieces of vital 
gear like band-aids, examination gloves, or a resuscitation mask to help you be ready when it counts. And with a rubber, slip-resistant handle for better control and a reflective “star of life” on 
the front for smarter low-light visibility, you’ll always be ready.



MORALE
LINE



MINDEN AIRPORT,
NEVADA

Stand out!
We all like to not only stand out, but also 
share our interests with others. Our Morale 
Line allows you to find your style and 
personalize your clothes and gear. It brings 
a little bit of fun and humor to everyday life.



T-SHIRT

kit list:
TRUCKER LOGO CAP | MBDU® FLANNEL SHIRT

While there’s tons of gear that supports your everyday survivalists needs, nothing provides more comfort and versatility than a great T-shirt. That’s why we offer a wide range of Bushcraft T-shirts 
in a variety of colors, styles, patterns, and designs, all based around shooting, hunting, survival, and living your best outdoor life.

TAHOE LAKE, CALIFORNIA



WOMEN’S T-SHIRT
A tee series designed exclusively for the ladies, this versatile and tactical t-shirts off premier comfort, tactical versatility, and just the right cut to better suit your needs. Complete with fun colors 
and natural designs, these form-fitting shirts are made for women who love staying active, comfortable, and cool.

kit list:
TRUCKER LOGO CAP | COBRA COMPETITION RANGE BELT®

MINDEN, NEVADA



A true throwback, this trucker cap is as authentically American as ketchup on a hamburger. Designed with a breathable mesh backing, moldable brim, and versatile colors and designs to fit your 
personal style, it’s the perfect ball cap for hot summer days, shooting at the range, or just cruising around town. And you don’t even have to be a real trucker.

          TRUCKER LOGO CAP
MINDEN, NEVADA

kit list:
DEFENDER MK2 GENTLEMAN SHIRT®



MINDEN, NEVADA
SNAP HOOK KEYCHAIN WITH LOGO
Keep your home, car, boat, and lockbox keys neatly organized with a handy snap hook keychain boasting a large metal ring and 25mm webbing designed for grab-and-go convenience. And with 
a metal snap hook that lets you fasten it to a belt loop, cord loop hanger, or almost any backpack, waist bag, or travel pack, you can always keep your keys handy and at the ready. 

kit list:
WOLFHOUND JACKET | OUTDOOR TACTICAL PANTS®



PATCH

kit list:
WOLFHOUND JACKET

Part of being a survivalist is being unique, especially when it comes to personalizing your gear. That’s why we offer a huge selection of custom patches for your backpacks, waist packs, jacket 
sleeves, hats, shoulder bags, and more. Crafted with heavy-duty PVC, these durable and highly-detailed patches are made for adding style to your outdoor life. 

SAUA URDELE - DENGHERUL, ROMANIA



Lookbook doesn’t present full brand offer which you can find on 
 www.helikon-tex.com



Helikon-Tex Ltd.
Zachodnia 9, Błonie

55-330 Miękinia
Poland

+48 784 435 534
shop@helikon-tex.com

SHOP ONLINE OR LOCATE DEALER:
WWW.HELIKON-TEX.COM 

5 908218 727298


